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Welcome to Ponyville, home of Twilight Sparkle, Rainbow Dash, Rarity, Fluttershy, Pinkie Pie,
Applejack, and all of their friends. The Ponies find out what the power of friendship can do in
these tales of high adventure and funny mishaps. First, our favorite ponies encounter one of
Equestria's greatest villains in "The Return of Queen Chrysalis." Then, a dark force will corrupt
one of the Mane Six, but who will it be? Plus, a day in the life of Big Macintosh, and the story of
how Princess Cadance met Shining Armor!Collects the first 12 issues of My Little Pony:
Friendship is Magic.

About the AuthorKatie Cook is a comic artist and writer that hails from the mitten state (as in
Michigan, not that she is in the state of being a mitten). She is the creator of the comic Gronk: A
Monster’s Story as well as working on IDW’s smash-hit My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic. She
has also done work for Marvel, DC, Disney, LucasFilm, Fraggle Rock, and many other
companies. She also wrote some books about mean cats that people seem to like.
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TK, “I always enjoyed getting omnibus(es) when it comes to things like manga .... I always
enjoyed getting omnibus(es) when it comes to things like manga and comics. Collecting
individual issues can be very expensive and a lot of times, they just end up in storage because I
don't want to ruin them accidently. Granted, I'm subscribed to the MLP comics at my comic book
store so I end up collecting the individual issues anyway but I wanted a way to read the series
worry-free which is where the omnibus edition comes in. I bought the first volume to see if I'd like
to read my comics this way and although the quality of the product is superb, I won't be buying
anymore of the series in this format.Keep in mind, these comics are in full color which makes the
pages heavier (although color is kinda necessary for this series of palette swap/minor edit
ponies) and compound that with it being 280 pages, this book has some heft to it. Maybe I'm
spoiled with other smaller volumes (like the single arc collections that are only 4-ish issues vs
the 12 issue of this book) but I found it kinda unpleasant to hold open with one hand which is
how I like to read books. Probably minor but hey, that's how reviews work. However, it's a great
collection and I would always recommend it for the simple fact that it lets people get a good start
in the series without feeling obligated to pay $3.99 or more (per comic) just to get a chunk of the
story and it's also got SOME of the cover art of the issues it contains so you don't completely
miss out.”

GGVex, “Great for MLP fans who haven't bought Issues #1-12 or Volumes #1-3. If you already
bought the individual comics that this Omnibus collects(Issues #1-12) or Volumes #1-3, then
there's not much reason for getting it other than just to have one more MLP item in your
collection or to introduce someone you know who loves MLP to the comics(in my case, it's the
latter). If you haven't, then this a great alternative to buying them, considering how much
Amazon's selling it for and how much more you'd be spending by buying the individual comics
and the Volumes(TL;DR: You'd be saving yourself money by buying this instead).The only catch
with buying this instead of the Volumes to save money, though, is that unlike the Volume sets,
the Omnibus does not come with an Art Gallery with all of the non retail exclusive/incentive
covers for the comics that it collects, so if the Art Gallery sounds like something that you want,
then I suggest buying the Volumes instead. If the Art Gallery sounds like something that you can
do without, then the Omnibus is for you.(Also, as one of the reviewers said, pages involving
Spike in Canterlot have been cut from the ending of the Return of Queen Chrysalis in the
Omnibus for some reason. I guess it was because they weren't particularly mandatory to have in
there, but they still made for a fun read.)As far as the look and feel of the book goes, it's easier
on the hands in terms of holding it to read as opposed to the comics. The pages are in a smaller
format, but the quality of them hasn't been affected whatsoever. The art looks just as good and
the text is as just easy to read as it would be on one of the individual comics.As far as the comic
stories go, while they're aimed at both young and older fans of the show, they definitely feel like



they were written in a way that older fans would seriously appreciate, which is a good
thing.Overall, if you or someone else you know wanted to get into the comics but couldn't for
whatever reason, buying this would be a good way to start  ;)”

Angelica Isherwood, “Perfect for that MLP fan in your life.. My daughter loves reading her
brother's comics regularly...And as she loves MLP, this was a perfect fit. She had the first comic
already, but an omnibus just makes sense. The price was a deciding factor as well. (The
individual first comic was $9.99 at a school book fair and this is double that, but with 12 whole
issues = completely worth it!)The pages are glossy and they do not stick together. The binding
has been holding up well with her rereading it, over and over again, as well. (She has had it for
about a month now and reads it front to back weekly.) Each individual comic has a unique title
page and the stories seem to delight and amuse.If your child is a MLP fan and you want to get
them motivated to read, this will do it.”

Lilith E, “Everything it says on the tin... but nothing more.. This book gives you everything it says
it will. With that said you really should be careful of what it doesn't say it gives you. While it does
come with some extra art beyond the comics it doesn't have the cover art of the original comics
nor the alternate covers that are shown with them. The book is also smaller then the original
comics being A5 in size which personally most people don't mind but I usually prefer something
larger.Right, now I've had my gripe; all that said the book is of excellent quality with a nice glossy
finish and has had no apparent down grade in quality from its resizing. It's also considerably
cheaper then buying all other volumes combined if you don't mind missing out on a little of the
extra art. Well worth the standard cost.Only other problem is unrelated to the product but
packaging was not takes seriously simply coming in a thick card envelope with no additional
protection.  Because of that it has received some wear on the corners despite being brand new.”

James, London., “A good collection for the slightly older child. Not for the youngest fans of My
Little Pony but fun nonetheless. The stories are well written and illustrated.”

tracy mcmillan, “Five Stars. Loves it”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. Was shipped out quickly and in great shape once it got
here! Would buy from this seller again!!”

Person or persons who buy stuff on Ebook Library, “A must have for comic collectors. I have all
the digital copies but there is nothing better than print when it comes to comics. A great
collection of stories all in one neat package.”

The book by Michael Morpurgo has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 284 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Board book: 32 pages
Reading age: 9 - 12 years
Item Weight: 1.36 pounds
Dimensions: 5.88 x 0.62 x 9 inches
Paperback: 280 pages
Hardcover: 40 pages
Grade level: 4 - 7
Lexile measure: 510L
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